FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kidspace to Launch Bubble Planet

PASADENA, CA (June 4, 2021) - Pasadena, you are GO for giggles! This summer, bubbles are taking over Kidspace Children's Museum during Bubble Planet, an all-new, all-outdoor event that's truly out of this world. Big bubbles, little bubbles, bubbles you can make and bubbles you can step inside—they're all starring in Bubble Planet all summer long, from Sunday, June 13th, until Monday, September 6, with a special sneak peek for members on June 11 and 12.

"Bubble Planet is an exuberant and creative event, a whole galaxy of good clean fun," said Chief Executive Officer, Lisa Clements. "Kidspace is designed as a place where children and families play together in ways that can promote growth, social connection, and creativity. For Bubble Planet, we've developed experiences with bubbles that will surprise and delight our guests and spark their curiosity about the underlying science."

Bubble Planet is a multi-sensory spin on Kidspace's familiar outdoor exhibits, engaging guests visually, audibly, and tactiley. From the moment visitors enter the museum, they are transported to a world of fun, where bubbles shaped like rocket ships float skyward and tricycles zoom around an interstellar vortex. Parents and kids will have the opportunity to dip their hands in "alien goop" slime, examine "moon rocks," and explore the planet's surface near a mini-volcano.

Activities are included with general admission, which is $14.95 for adults and children over the age of 1. Tickets must be reserved online at kidspacemuseum.org.

ABOUT KIDSPACE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM

Kidspace Children's Museum is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational and cultural institution committed to serving the needs and interests of children and families. Kidspace hosts nearly 380,000 guests each year on a beautiful, 3.5-acre outdoor campus with more than 40 hands-on exhibits, a live animal collection, and a variety of creative play spaces and water features. Kidspace offers a wide array of free and discounted programs, field trips, and digital resources for schools to maximize access for children and educators.
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